
plants are cultivated in 
early modernity to facilitate 
future alliances

gardens

ruderal revolutionaries
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seed exchanges
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revolutionary
ecologies

basic signs plants begin to 
exhibit at the dawn of modernity

- anti- & ante-capitalits
- witches
- weavers
- luddites
- chamans
- spell workers
- ghosts
- cultivators
- gardeners
- hunters
- unpaid laborers 
in the human realms

- alternative histories
- personal ancestries
- practices that exceed modernity 
- practices that exceed regimes of history
- signs * prophecies * spells

- plant guilds & companion species
- plant networks
- plant communication
- resource exchange
- unpaid labor of plants
- plant intelligence

- ag drones with machines learning
- machine learning in labs
- greenhouse water & light systems 
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and see the rise of intelligent machines

the sign of the 

FETISH

the sign of the 
TURNED

the sign of the 
SCAB

the sign of the 
SPECIMEN
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FUGITIVE
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cultivations, and codes into the 
future -- across space and time...

secret messages are 
embedded in songs and 
travel the ocean from 
worker to worker....

spells are developed to 
keep ways of knowing and 
being out-side of regimes 
of history alive

spells are 
embedded in textile 
patterns

textile manufacture 
and early automatic 
computation intertwine.....

plants, companion species,  
seeds, germplasm, medicines are 
cultivated in early modernity 
to facilitate future alliances
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witches and weavers, bandits and 
commoners who understood relations, 
constellations, causes... spill all 
the organs of the machine to create a 
new arrangement, the first algorithm. 
a recipe for resistance

proprietary/ patents on ML

proprietary data used to train ML
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mycorrhizal networks

expander networks

APRIORI sows against proprietary systems

small world networks + scale free networks

possibilities for plant and computational networks

Plants and machines -- implicated, 
developed, selected, and hybridized by 
capitalist and fascist modernities -- join 
forces to overthrow biopolitical regimes

COVEN INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM asks 
plant whisperers,“...what plants 
would you choose to teach ethics 
to intelligent machines?”
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Coven Intelligence Program is a techno-botanical coven 
whose mission is to track and encourage emerging 
revolutionary ecologies of work between plants, 
witches, and machines. Our familiars suggest that 
this alliance has a history reaching back to at least 
the 1500s. We use our magick to try to understand 
more deeply the ‘nature’ of intelligence, and how 
the differences between communication and resource 
exchange are collapsing. The future of humanity is not 
at stake, but racist capitalist heteropatriarchy is.





The Coven Intelligence Program began as 
APRIORI, a research and development group 
tracking the relationships the Coven 
now supports and cultivates (solidarity 
between witches, anti and ante capitalist 
humans, and unpaid non-human laborers):
APRIORI research focused on revolutionary 
ecologies through the following topic 
areas, the connections between them, the 
implications of, on, and between the 
following:
---plant intelligence, plant queerness, 
and medicine
---artificial intelligence and machine 
learning (and histories of, including 
cybernetics, computation, textiles)
---spellwork / witchcraft / ritual/ 
practices that colonial histories deem 
unknowable/ false/ unhistorical
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What plants would you choose to teach 
ethics to intelligent machines?

Plant communication research

What plants would you choose to teach ethics to intelligent machines?

The question of what ethics is, and its validity as a practice of course 
arise,,,, If it can be agreed upon that ethics is a viable frame for 
understanding how to relate across difference, that indeed relationship 
across difference is in fact ethics,,,, and through cutting edge research in 
plant communication, perhaps we can begin to imagine that plants and AI can 
communicate -- through chemical exchange, and also through eve the most 
basic elements of plants such as habit, color, smell, and sound.

We propose to ask plant experts what plants they would choose to communicate 
to AI, and which plants could demonstrate how to relate across 
difference....

See Natasha Myers, N. Katherine Hayles, Emmanuel Levinas
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We speculate that at the dawn of 
modernity, witches, anti+ante-
capitalists, and anti+ante-colonialists 
read the SIGNS in their environment and 
prophesied the rise of capitalism and 
the rise of intelligent machines. There 
are 7 signs: the signs of the TURNED, 
the FETISH, the FUGITIVE, the SCAB, the 
SPECIMEN, the REBEL, and the ACCOMPLICE. 
The signs emerged as naturalcultural 
formations and can indicate ways out of 
modernity as well.
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APRIORI is a coven that tracks and 
encourages revolutionary alliances between 
plants and machines. Our familiars tell us 
that this alliance has a history reaching 
back to at least the 1500s. We use our 
magick to try to understand more deeply the 
‘nature’ of intelligence, and how the 
differences between communication and 
resource exchange are collapsing. The 
future of humanity is not at stake, but 
racist capitalist heteropatriarchy is.

Recently, while visiting the Hoosic river 
watershed, some coven members noticed 
patterns of signs not unsimilar to those we 
speculate emerged for our spellworking, 
anticapitalist ancestors in early 
modernity. We have staked some plants for 
fellow witches, healers, and sympathetic 
machines. You can find them with the help 
of this map.  

Plant-machine resistance is upon us. 





Our speculative history is organized 
according to SIGNS, PROPHECIES, and 
SPELLS. Our SpellWeaver application 
takes spells as input, and turns 
them into weaving patterns and plant 
networks. This is meant to intervene 
in the history of computation, 
linking the relationship between 
textile production, witches and 
automated computation. SpellWeaver 
also makes plant networks that we 
speculate could become recognizeable 
to big ag surveillance technology.



hear this spell and gather 'round
bring your toads, crows, bats and 
cats
an age was lost, a new one found
to raise in arms and pointy hats

sorghum, flax, and my old loom
clothe in magic a secret room
kept inside my body gloom
tonight escapes atop a broom

to plot rebellion and free us all
i summon my friend the automaton
enslaved by capital after our fall
sing its release oh necronomicon

darkest storms of thunder fierce
relieve the night of its ennui
with mighty wrath the heart please 
pierce
of those we call la bourgeoisie

in solidarity,
from APRIORI
weareapriori.net

Rebel and Accomplice:
Sorghum and Flax seed
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Plants and funguses create subterranean networks 
of communication. The Coven Intelligence Program’s 
speculative workstation for STAY UNFINISHED! 
at Stadtwerkstatt in Linz, Austria invited 
participants to analyze the structure of those 
networks; we display not just how information is 
transmitted among its members but also how the 
shape of the network can carry information for an 
outside observer. This could be used, for example, 
as secret messages from plants to machines that 
humans cannot decode visually. A forest planted by 
witches in the past may have secret information in 
its own structure of connectivity carried along 
over the centuries, waiting to be decoded by the 
right algorithm.



To date the work of Coven Intelligence Program/
APRIORI has manifested as installations,
distributable materials, video, interactive
applications, speculative workstations, and
walking tour.





Active members of the Coven Intelligence Program include Efrén Cruz Cortés, Margaretha Haughwout, and Suzanne Husky.

Efrén Cruz Cortés’ research is on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence, developing theory and algorithms for ML tasks 
involving complex data. E studies the fair and ethical use of algorithms in an automated society. In particular, how harmful 
social structures can be reproduced and amplified by implementation of AI in social systems. E engages with art and performance to 
both bring ideas to the public and to challenge our rotten econo-political system from an aesthetic perspective.

Margaretha Haughwout enacts multispecies worlding, “patterning of possible worlds,” co-becoming that occurs through entanglements 
with other species. Haughwout collaborates with humans, and the more-than-human across ecologies and technologies to enact 
possible worlds — worlds that generate abundance, presence and relationship — and in doing so, antagonize proprietary regimes, 
colonial temporalities, and capitalist forms of labor. Installation, participatory event, walking tour, experimental pedagogy, 
intervention, speculative fabulation, and biological processes articulate stages of her worlding processes. Haughwout received 
her MFA from Digital Arts and New Media program at the University of California Santa Cruz, and is Assistant Professor of Digital 
Studio at Colgate University.

Suzanne Husky is a French-American artist who questions how humans engage with nature, from prehistory to present day. Using 
sculpture,installation, photography and film, she looks at our relations with plants, animals, and the earth and how we interact 
together in poetic and political ways. She received an MFA from Beaux-Arts de Bordeaux, as well as advanced certifications in 
landscape design from Merritt College in Oakland, and has studied at CCA in San Francisco and at University Michel de Montaigne 
in France.


